The leading crypto
derivatives trading platform
Trading is a snap

Who We Are
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SnapEx is a leading cryptocurrency derivatives trading platform
that offers innovative trading products and features platform in Asia.

Our platform focuses on:

➢market fairness
➢price transparency
➢best-in-class
functionalities that
add flexibility to
users' trading
strategies with ease of
use.

Countries:
Founded in 2018 and is
currently headquartered

in Hong Kong, with
branch offices located
in multiple Southeast
Asian countries
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Mission

Our mission is to accelerate the
mass adoption of traditional and
digital finance in financial
derivative trading.

From Crypto To Stocks

Licensing & Regulation

Professional Products

SnapEx will be one of
the first crypto
companies pursuing
tokenized stocks. Users
will be able to purchase
stocks using USDT.

In order to step into the
stock market, SnapEx
will be authorized and
licensed by governments
in multiple jurisdictions.

SnapEx is a leading crypto
derivatives exchange
platform offering versatile,
advanced trading
products and features to
an active global
community of users.

Current Industry Overview
Crypto derivatives
trading market growth

Few derivatives
large exchanges

According to recent data, the
average daily trading volume
for crypto derivatives was
comparable with NYSE.
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Asia leading
market

Market Concentrates on a
few main currencies and a
few large exchanges – but
this is changing.

Asia is the main trading
hub for derivatives.

Why Crypto Derivatives
Crypto
derivatives bring
liquidity to the
market

Asia is the main trading
hub for derivative and the
main driver of Digital
Assets adoption

Increased regulation
of the crypto sector

Derivatives used to
hedge crypto price risk
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Previous Growth
K-Line
Based on availability

SnapEx obtains the best BID ASK
price of the global trading market
with our real-time data. We project
that this exponential growth will
continue based on market trends.

Future Features

Current Features
CFD trading

Stablecoin settlement

Cryptocurrency CFDs allow our
users to speculate on a change
in price of a cryptocurrency such
as Bitcoin or Ethereum.

Dynamic trading
Traders can get the best ‘true’
price in the market. Traders can
avoid the slippage from low
liquidity.

All settlements will be based on
USDT and other stablecoins to
avoid losses due to insufficient
price anchor.
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Low handling fees
We offer one of the lowest
handling fees in the market
compared with eToro and other
CFD platforms.
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Low liquidity slippage
Instant trades to avoid deviating
from the specified price.

User Friendly
interface and TA tools
One of our missions is to enable
crypto trading at the retail level
in the general public. The design
of SnapEx is based on user
feedback and internal audits .

Current Features
Staking
Function

Platform Token
Functions & Synergy

Stock Market
Products

Future Features
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Social Trading
and SnapQuant
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High Demand
Trading Products
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Blockchain Based
Transparency and
Integrity

07

Leverage Tokens &
Index Tokens &
Prediction Tokens
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New Functions
are coming!

SnapQuant - Intro
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SnapQuant allows users to build their Trading Strategies on
SnapEx. We will provide the server to execute the trades.
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All user records will be stored, utilizing Big Data to analyze,
systematically extract information, and deal with datasets to seek for
the perfect alpha for our Trading Algorithm
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AI trading bot will be created to generate the Big Data and
implement the Trading Strategy to pursue trading income
internally.

SnapQuant - Diagram
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SNAP Ecosystem
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The SNAP ecosystem adopts both DeFi and CEX models. SNAP
allows for various products, including Crypto CFD, Stocks CFD,
Staking and other DeFi products.

SNAP Ecosystem

Competition Comparison (As at Oct 2021)
SnapEx

B**MEX

Byb**

Bity**

Bingb**

Base Currency

USDT/Stablecoin

Various coins

Various coins

Stablecoin

Stablecoin

Leverage

Up to 100x

Up to 100x

Up to 100x

Up to 125x

Up to 125x

Spread

Trading Spread

Trading spread

Trading spread

Trading/Platform
spread

Slippage

Low/Natural
Slippage

Based on depth
of order

Based on depth of
order

Low/Natural
Slippage

Low/Natural
Slippage

Trading Fees

Open 0.01% Close
0.00%

Maker -0.01%
Taker 0.05%

Maker -0.025%
Taker 0.075%

Open 0.05% Close
0.05%

Open 0.075%
(Currently 0.045%)

Overnight 0.04%
Every 24 hours

Funding Fees
Every 8 hours

Funding Fees
Every 8 hours

Overnight 0.05%
Every 24 hours

Funding Fees
Every 8 hours

Other Fees

Trading

spread

SnapEx Projections
High Outcome
SNAP tokens will be listed
on all the top exchanges,
projected daily volume of
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Medium Outcome
SNAP tokens will be listed on
all the mid-tier exchanges,
projected daily volume of

Low Outcome
SNAP tokens will be listed on
all the mid and low-end
exchanges, daily volume of

$150 Million

$50 Million

$10 Million

SnapEx becomes the toptier CFD platform, attracting
a daily volume of

SnapEx becomes a mid-range
CFD platform, attracting a
daily volume of

SnapEx becomes the low-tier
CFD platform, attracting a
daily volume of

$1.5 Billion

$150 Million

$35 Million

Estimated annual revenue
$250 Million

Estimated annual revenue
$20 Million

Estimated annual revenue
$5 Million

SnapEx Overall Valuation
$1.25 Billion

SnapEx Overall Valuation
$100 Million

SnapEx Overall Valuation
$25 Million

Investors - 20% of the total distribution will

Token Distribution

be distributed to private and public investors
with different lockup periods.

SNAP plans to raise 4.9M from institutional
investors and the broader community to attain
adequate liquidity

Ecosystem

Team & Advisors - 15% of the total
distribution. It will be first released at 12
Token

months based on the monthly unlock

Sales

percentage.
Partners - 5% of the total distribution will be
reserved for different partnerships for
ecosystem building purposes.
Team

Ecosystem Fund - 50% of the total
distribution will be used for ecosystem
creation, concentrated on Token AMM,
staking, platform promotion and different

marketing activities.
Partners

Reserve
Reserve - 10% of the total distribution will be
reserved by SnapEx as an emergency fund for
our business.

Use of Fund
Marketing - 30% of the total fund will be
used for marketing expenses.
Rewards
Marketing

Rewards - 20% of the total fund will be
reserved for the rewards pool which we
will distribute as rewards when we deem

30%

fit.

20%

Software Development - 30% of the total

20%

fund will go into the development and

30%

continuous maintenance of the

ecosystem.
Software

Operations

Development

Operations - 20% of the total fund will be
used to run day-to-day activities.

Monthly Vesting Percentage
Token Unlock Schedule
KYC & Snap
Point

Dutch Auction

Team (after 1
Year Cliff)

Monthly Trading Volume ($)

Presale

Private Sales

0-100,000,000

3.91%

3.70%

3.48%

3.26%

4.17%

100000000 - 499,999,999

4.74%

4.47%

4.21%

3.95%

5.00%

500000000 - 999,999,999

6.00%

5.67%

5.33%

5.00%

6.25%

1000000000 - 2,999,999,999

8.18%

7.73%

7.27%

6.82%

8.33%

3,000,000,000

11.25%

10.63%

10.00%

9.38%

11.11%

Core Team

Cathal Donnellan

Frederik Cheung

SnapEx CEO

SnapEx COO

Julian Ong

Peter Chong

SnapEx CMO

SnapEx CTO

Daniel Mehta
SnapEx Media & Marketing Lead

Joanna Hoang
SnapEx Vietnam Business Development Lead

Alcon Marshall

Azry Hilmin

SnapEx Copy Writing Lead

SnapEx Art Director

Keira Nguyen
SnapEx Customer Service Lead

The leading crypto derivatives exchange

Trading is a snap

